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Researchers haven't made a cancer-testing breathalyzer reality yet, but a doctor in Kentucky has reported success in 
scanning exhalations for four cancer compounds that can distinguish between lung tumors and benign growths 

Testing for cancer is an invasive – not to mention frightening – process. So wouldn’t it be great if you could breathe your way to a diagnosis? 

Researchers aren’t quite there yet, but they’re making progress. Dr. Michael Bousamra II at the University of Louisville School of Medicine 
reported that he’s had success in scanning exhalations for four cancer compounds that can distinguish between lung tumors and benign 
growths. The test is also more specific than expensive PET scans for distinguishing between the two types of growths. 

MORE: Smell Test: Using Breath to Sniff Out Cancer, Infections and More 

Having a noninvasive less expensive way to separate potential cancer patients from those without the disease could go a long way toward 
getting the patients into life-saving treatments early in their disease, while giving those without cancer peace of mind, not to mention saving 
them from weeks or months of additional testing. 

Piggybacking off previous work that identified four compounds that seemed to be elevated in the breath of lung cancer patients compared to 
healthy controls, Bousamra compared levels of these agents among 107 patients with lung cancer, seven with metastatic disease, 40 with non 
cancerous lung disease, and 88 healthy individuals. Each breathed into a device containing a microchip coated with compounds designed to 
detect these found cancer-related compounds. Having higher levels of three of the four compounds accurately predicted lung cancer. 
Bousamra doesn’t expect it will be enough to diagnose cancer alone, but it could be a relatively easy – and non-invasive – way to identify 
people who may need biopsies or more tests. 

MORE: A New Way to Detect Lung Cancer? Dogs Can Sniff It Out 

Other scientists working on similar breath-based tests for cancer note that their biggest challenge is making sure that the test doesn’t pick up 
on other, confounding factors such as the toxic products of the bacteria living in our mouths and guts, or the pollutants that we breathe in 
from the air every day. 

But Bousamra is confident that it will eventually be possible to pinpoint lung cancer’s chemical signature, and make breathalyzers, not just 
for lung cancer but for other tumors, a reality. It would certainly be welcome news for patients who might be able to avoid an invasive biopsy. 

 

Report finds more Americans living with polluted air. 
The American Lung Association’s annual State of the Air report, released today, paints a mixed picture of the quality 
of the air breathed by Americans, with some measures improving but more people living with polluted air than in last 
year’s version of the report.  
        USA Today (4/30, Bowerman) reports that the study “averaged year-round and 24-hour levels of particle 
pollution” and ozone pollution. According to the CDC, these forms of air pollution are linked to asthma, heart disease, 
and lung cancer. The report shows mixed progress: “Of the 25 cities with the worst levels of year-round particle 
pollution, 18 had lower levels, while five recorded higher levels, and two cities stayed the same.” However, nearly 16 
million more people live in areas with unhealthy air compared to last year.  
        The Los Angeles Times (4/30, Barboza) reports that, once again, Los Angeles finds itself at the top of the list of 
cities with the worst smog, exceeding Federal standards 122 days per year.  
        Newsday (4/30, Barrios) reports on the results in New York, noting Suffolk County continued its ignominious 
streak of having the state’s worst ozone levels. However, some of the state’s problems are attributable to pollutants 
carried by winds from the west: “Emissions from power plants and other sources in the Midwest follow wind patterns, 
pushing pollution into the New York metropolitan area.”  



        Also reporting on the local impacts of the report are the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (4/30, Hopey), the Allentown 

(PA) Morning Call (4/30, Darragh), the Arizona Republic (4/30, Alltucker), the Des Moines (IA) Register (4/30, 
Finney), the Augusta (GA) Chronicle (4/30, Corwin), The Missoulian (4/30, Chaney), the Charlotte (NC) Observer 
(4/30, Henderson), and the Albany (NY) Times Union (4/30, Hughes).  
	  


